Introducing ABFAS Podcasts

ABFAS is proud to launch new podcasts focused on important foot and ankle surgery topics. Check out our first two podcasts, "The Value of ABFAS Certification" and "The New 2020 Certification Process," which guide you through all ABFAS produced materials that prepare you for the upcoming examination. These recordings are available on our website, ABFAS.org/podcasts. You can find these recordings at ABFAS.org/podcasts where they can be downloaded and shared.

ABFAS is excited to introduce several new podcasts focused on important foot and ankle surgery topics. These first two podcasts, "The Value of ABFAS Certification" and "The New 2020 Certification Process," explain the new In-training examination changes, highlight board certification changes, and provide important information about the upcoming examination.

Podcast "The Value of ABFAS Certification" highlights the importance of board certification, board certification process, and board certification changes. This podcast is available at ABFAS.org/podcasts.

Podcast "The New 2020 Certification Process" explains changes to the In-training Examination, examination process, and timeline. This podcast is available at ABFAS.org/podcasts.
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